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W
e have reached the end of a

period. Fifty years have passed
since the founder of modern Zion-

ism recorded at Basle that "a people which

had been considered dead, gave the first sign

of life." To-day, half a century later, the

Jewish State is about to enter the stage of

realisation. Within this brief span the Jew-

ish nation has refashioned itself by its own ef.

forts. Many have contributed to this achieve.
ment: in the Homeland itself, by rebuilding

its waste places; in all countries of the world,

by unremitting support morally and mater-

ially. The story began in the world of yester-

day, when many Jews were still obsessed by
the facile 19th century doctrine that the

Jewish problem would automatically dis-

appear with the onward march of humanity.
Few foresaw the merciless world of this gen-

eration. But those few understood that

there could be no salvation for the Jews

without their homeland. Zionism started as

a movement of individuals whose only assets

were their deep convictions and their good
intentions. It entered the highroad of ad-

vancement after the First World War.

Between the wars, although encumbered by

constant frustration, it struggled on with its

constructive work. Slowly, the structure

grew. And thus was the truth of Herzl's

vision demonstrated: "If you will, it is no

legend."

(Map) Area in bl"e - Jewish Stat.c.
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Zionist Congress at Basle

GENESIS AT BASLE I

The first Congress opened at Basle on Aug-
gust 29th, 1897. Till then active Zionism had been
the groping aspiration of a comparatively small
number of individuals. The "Lovers of Zion"
movement which had preceded it had not at-
tracted mass support. Only a handful of enthu-
siasts had taken the bold course of settling in
Palestine. At BasIc in 1897, Zionism became a
political movement. Its initial following was
small. Attacked by the wealthy leaders of Jewish
public life, unknown to or ignored by the masses,
the World Zionist Organisation started its
career.
The First Congress was a turning point in
Jewish history. The Jews of Western Europe
were content with their lot, while the masses of
Jewry in Russia were too dej ected by sustained
oppression to take action. Yet Herzl dared to
write: "At Basle I founded the Jewisn State".

SPOI~ES1tIAN OF HIS PEOPLE

Herzl believed then that salvation would come

from without. He renewed his diplomatic efforts
in Constantinople and London, in Germany and
Austria. This proud lead~r of a poor people
presented himself to the rulers of the world,
pressing the claims of a nation whose very exis-
tence the world did not recognize. In search of
the patronage of Great Powers, he approached
Kaiser ~Wilhelm II of Germany. He asked for
his intervention with his ally, the Turkish Sultan,
who controlled Palestine, then part of the Otto-
man Empire.
In the course of his tour of the Ottoman Empire,
the Kaiser received Herzl in Jerusalem. Herzl
arrived full of hope. His followers eagerly
awaited the outcome. But they were doomed to
disappointment. Herzl returned empty-handed.

- ----

~
~

Hersl and the Zionist Delegation in Jerusalem
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Failure did not deter HerzI. But he recognized the weakness of the Move-
ment. What, after all, had he to offer the Sultan? It was clear that Zionism
needed a practical instrument on which its political work could be based.
Accordingly, he set about creating a strong financial instrument, whose
initial purpose would be to provide the conditions for securing a Charter
as the legal foundation of settlement in Palestine. The Charter in hand,

the financial body, through subsidiary
organisations, would finance the work
of construction itself. On March 28th,
the Jewish Colonial Trust opened its
subscription lists. But Jewish bankers
and wealthy men stood aside. Mainly
the poor responded to the call. Only
£ 250,000 of shares were subscribed.
The objective had been £ 2,000,000.
Nevertheless, the first financial instru-
ment of the Zionist Movement had come
into being.

Before the Zionist Movement began to operate in Palestine, the new
Yishuv drew its strength from the work of one individual, Baron Edmond
de Rothschild, known as "The Father of the Yishuv".
After 17 years of fruitful endeavour, he reorganised
his activities. In 1883, "The Baron" had extended his
help to the isolated "private" Jewish villages which
faced bankruptcy. Subsequently he had interested him-
self in all aspects of Jewish settlement. But despite
good intentions, the system of patronage he instituted
had led to bitterness and dis-
appointment. Though "The Ba-
ron" did not formally join the
Zionist Movement, its influen-
ce prompted him to give his
activities in Palestine a public
character and he transferred
the administration of the villa-
ges to the Jewish Colonisation
Association (founded by Ba-
ron Hirsch).

Baron Edmond de Rothschild

"
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THE JEWISH PEASANT IS BORN

The J.N.F. had not yet begun its Palestine activities. The J.C.A., which had
taken over the work of Baron de Rothschild, extended its- scope. It sought
now to establish real farming settlements, as distinct from the plantation
villages on the coast. In 1899, it established a training farm at Sej era; in
1901, it establis-hed Yavneel and Kfar Tabor; in 1902, Menahemia and Sejera,
all in Lower Galilee. These were real villages, populated by real peasants.
Stubbornly and courageously, they maintained themselves throughout t11e
years. Their villages were to become the basis for a new wave of expans-ion.

TUE BASIS OF NATIONAL SETTLEMEN'I;

The Zionis-t Movement continued to create the
instruments of practical work. The Fifth Zionist
Congress in December 1901 established the Jewish
National Fund (Keren Kayemeth Leisrael) as the
central land-buying and settlement Fund. Herzl, this
time, did not appeal for support to the wealthy. He
deliberately envisaged a People's Fund.
The idea of a Land Fund had first been propounded
in 1884 by Professor Hermann Schapira. The First
Congress approved the idea in principle. Now, it
was given practical shape. Few, at the time, grasped
the full s-ignificance of this instrument to redeem
the Land of Israel for the People of Israel. It was
destined to become the foundation of all national
settlement. Its first income was derived from the
sale of stamps and Blue Box collections. In under
half a century it was- to build up an army of scores
of thousands of voluntary workers all over the world.

Its annual income was to reach millions of pounds and I

the 'ond it "d"med an "" of a million dunam'. I--,:,rot~Ierman SchaPiro and th~irst Golden Book of the I.N.F.

A ICA Farmer
in Gali/er

J
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A REFUGE FOR THE NIGHT?

The prospects on the political front, meanwhile, were
bleak. Diplomacy had yielded no results. The move-
ment's financial instruments were still too weak to
engage in practical work. When pogroms broke out in
Kishinev the Jewish problem acquired new urgency.
Once again, masses of Jewish fugitives fled the border
cities of the Russian Empire in search of refuge. Could
Zionism not find a solution for them?
Then Zionism secured its first political victory. The
Government of Great Britain indicated its readiness
to negotiate with the Zionist Movement for a plan of
Jewish settlement in Uganda. The British Colonial
Secretary, Mr. Joseph Chamberlain, offered East Africa
as a haven for the persecuted Jews. Herzl brought t¥le
proposal to Congress. It was not Zion - but it could
offer a temporary solution, a "refuge for the night".
The young movement, facing the cruel alternative of
Zion or Uganda, was split. Ussishkin, leader of Russian
Zionism, then in Palestine, rushed back to lead the
battle: there could be no Zionism without Zion.

------

:.~'!t..'CJ..~...'.
THE LEADER FALLS - THE MOVEMENT CARRIES ON

The Uganda conflict, still burning fiercely, was a grave blow to Herzl personally.
He succeeded in saving the unity of the movement at the Zionist Actions Committee
that he convened in Vienna in April. But he was a dying man. On Tammuz 20th

(July 4th), the great leader passed away. The movement he had created carried on.
The masses were cast into black sorrow at his death. Yet at that very time, a new
wave of young Jewish pioneers, young university students, from the Russian Pale
of Settlement, was beating on the shores of Palestine. For them Uganda versus Zion
held no problem. They were the vanguard of the Second Aliyah (Wave of
Settlement).

Wor"ers of the "Second Aliyah"



YOUTH MEETS THE CHALLENGE

The 7th Congress, the first to meet without Herzl,

rejected the Uganda Plan. The great is~me now was
whether organised practical work in Palestine could
precede political recognition of Zionism. In the midst

of this debate, Ussishkin published his pamphlet
"Our Programme", ca11ing on the Jewish youth to
proceed to Pale:>tine. A similar ca11 was issued by
Joseph Vitkin, a young teacher in Kfar Tabor.
The Second Aliyah continued. The disi11usion en-

gendered by the unsuccessful Russian Revolution,
leading to numerous pogroms, and disappointment
in the failure of the diplomatic efforts of the Zioni:>t

leadership, stimulated a new movement of pioneers.
They came from the sma11 towns of Russia, Poland

and Galicia, bearing new slogans: Jewish labour,
Jewish defence, Hebrew culture. These watch-words
became the basis for their lives in Palestine.

At the Wailing Wall

A NEW SPIRIT

A new spirit was arising in Palestine. Although
worn down by malaria, poverty and hunger, the

young Jewish workers :>truggled for their right to
work in the Jewish plantation vi11ages.The founda- \

tions were laid of organised labour. The Hebrew

language won its way forward as the language of

daily use. A group of teachers established in JaHa
the first Hebrew secondary school, the "Herzlia." In

Jerusalem, Prof. Boris Schatz founded the first
Hebrew school for arts and crafts, "Bezalel". In

Ben Shemen, the Kiriat Sefer agricultural school
was established. The Zionist Organisation took the

fir:>t step towards practical work in Palestine. The

J.N.F. bought land in Judea and the Jordan Va11ey,
where later Ben Shemen, Kinneret and Degania
were founded.

Herzlia Secondary School, Tel-Aviv
I

I .~...
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.i,!!~i'J ON GUARD

"If the Governments give us a Charter today, it will be a mere piece of paper. If
we work in Palestine, the Charter will be written with sweat and blood, and sealed
with an unbreakable seal". Thus spoke Chaim Weizmann, leader of the Democratic
Fraction. That, in practice, was already the policy of the pioneers in Palestine. At
Sejera farm a collective was being organised, the first such attempt. Under the
motto "Jewish property must be protected by Jews", the "Hashomer" organisation
was formed. That was the foundation of the Jewish military force of the future.

IN A SMALL ROOM IN JAFFA J:90S'
The protracted debate, whether practical work or political came
first, reached its end. The growing revival in Palestine itself helped
to tilt the balance. The millions of pounds for the J.N.F. were not

forthcoming, but the Organisation nevertheless decided to start

practical activities in Palestine. In
a small room in JaHa, a Palestine
Office was established under the

Dr. Artlt","Rttpp;n direction of Dr. Arthur Ruppin. The
Palestine Land Development Company was founded.

At Hulda, the foundations were laid of a workers'

farm. At Ben Shemen, the J.N.F. Tree Fund planted

the first olive groves of the Herzl Forest. On the shores
of Lake Kinneret, a group of workers from Judea

.established a farm. Here, at Kinneret, were laid the

foundations of practical Zionist settlement work.

=-::--

falestine Office, Jaffa.

,
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A VITI: IS BORN

Hundred& of families of the new immigrants had
settled in Jaffa, then the gateway to the land. Condi-
tions in this Arab town, however, were unhygienic,
primitive and crowded. A group of sixty Jewish resi-
dents of Jaffa, merchants, teachers and professional
men, decided to leave the town and build a new suburb
on the &ands to the north of it. In June 1909 they
formed an association which they called "Ahuzat :(?ayit."
The J-N.F. loaned them 300,000 gold francs. Construc-
tion was started. Among the earliest buildings was that
of the Herzlia Secondary School. The suburb was
called Tel Aviv, Sokolow's translation of Herzl's
"Altneuland". Begun as a suburb, Tel Aviv soon

outstripped Jaffa. Today
it is the largest city of
Palestine, its population,
all-Jewish, 200,000. Cul-
turally, practically and
economically, it is the

-hub- of the Homeland. -

Founding Tel-Aviv,
and the city today

A LONELY HUT BY JORDAN'S BANI'S

,i;I9IO

The few farm& on J.N.F. land in Galilee and Judea were still being conducted on
the old lines. Workers were paid wages but had no voice in the management. In
December 1910, a group of six workers at Urn Juni near Kinnereth asked to be
permitted to farm on their own responsibility. Thus was founded the first collective
settlement of Degania. Later it became the home of A. D. Gordon, the father of
the "Religion of Labour". Henceforward the principle of making the settler
responsible for his own progress was to become the basis of all Zionist
settlement work. From

this humble beginning
developed the Kvutza,
and, thereafter, the Mo-
shav (smallholders' sett-
lement), Then still later
the Moshav Shitufi
(smallholders' coopera-
tive village).

The First Hut in Degania
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FIRST FOOTHOLD IN JEZREEL
SETTLERS FROM THE YEMEN

. ',',. .,'

'i91.~'
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Merhavia

The news of the Jewish revival in Palestine, spreading throughout the

world, reached out also to the Jews in faraway Yemen, in the Arabian

Peninsula. In 1910, the Palestine Office had sent S. Yavnieli, one of

the workers' leaders, as- its emissary to the Yemen, to bring the
message there of the new Yishuv. Cruelly oppressed for centuries,
the Jews of Yemen saw in Zion-
ism the harbinger of the Mes-
siah. In 1912 they began to
flock to Palestine. Rapidly they
adapted themselves to the hard-
ships of pioneering. Soon they
became widely known as dili-
gent and devoted workers,
both in rural and urban

occupations.

III

In Judea and Galilee agricultural workers were organising themselves and
debating their policy. The J.N.F., which now owned 15,000 dunams of land in

Palestine, made its first purchases in the Valley of JezreeI. Joshua Hankin, of the
Palestine Land Development Company, acquired for the J.N.F. the land of Fula

in the heart of the Valley. A group of workers, including veteran members- of
"Hashomer", occupied it and founded the village of Merhavia. Here Professor

Franz Oppenheimer's scheme for an agricultural cooperative settlement was first

tried out. It sought to find a medium for settling large numbers of Jewish
peasants on a basis of social justice, economic security and national interest. At

that stage it did not succeed, but the idea profoundly influenced the subsequent
development of the Kvutza.

Jews from Yemen
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A VICTORY FOR HEBREW WAR

The single-minded devotion of Eliezer Ben Yehuda
and a small band of teachers had fashioned Hebrew

once again as the language of speech and education

of the Jews of Palestine, But its predominance was
not left unchallenged. In 1913, the "Ezra" Associa-

tion of German Jews, founding a Technical Insti-
tute in Haifa, proposed to introduce German as

the language of instruction. The supporters of

Hebrew launched a frontal attack against the
challenge to the national language. They rallied the
Yishuv to oppose the threat. The Yishuv determined

to establish its own education system, with Hebrew
as the sole language of instruction. Despite great
practical difficulties this resolve was put into effect.

The Yishuv was consolidating its position, Immi-

gration was on the increase. Suddenly war broke
out in Europe. On October 31st, the Ottoman Empire

joined in, against the Allies. Palestine, with its
80,000 Jews, was cut off from the outside world, The
Ottoman Government, un favourable to Zionism,

seized the opportunity to persecute the Yishuv.

Many Jews of foreign nationality were exiled or
detained and their property confis,cated. The eco-

nomy of the country suffered heavily. Zionist insti-
tutions abroad acted quickly to provide relief, and
the Yishuv itself made every effort to preserve
what it had achieved.
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"The language is the soul of the nation: Revival of the language II
,is the basis for the national resurrection" r,; HA-OR - Ben Yehuda's Hebrew newspaper in Jerusalem, -

From Manifesto of the Hebrew Cultural Organisation in Palestine. 1\1 Announces Turkey's Entry into the War.
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A MESSAGE OF HOPE

With the Yishuv powerless under Turkish oppression all Jewish achievement
seemed doomed to destruction. Ravages of nature followed military spoliation.
A plague of locusts destroyed the crops. The menace of starvation loomed nearer.
Thousands of Jews were meanwhile exiled or escaped to Egypt. There, unaer
the leadership of Joseph Trumpeldor, was formed the Zion Mule Corps which
was part of the British Expeditionary Force in the Dardanelles. In the defeat of

the Turks lay the only hope of the Yishuv,
and the sons of the Yishuv had now joined

the fighting to this
end. The sufferings
of ,the time seemed
to m~riy' 'but ",the
birthpags of "a' new
era of liberation.

I.'
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Ze' ev J abotinsky

THE JUDEANS ON THE MARCH GD
From Allied countries came the glad tidings that the Zionist

leadership was preparing itself for the contingency of dis-
ruption of the Ottoman Empire. In London, Weizmann and
Sokolow were negotiating about the future of Palestine,

laying foundations for an alliance between Great Britain and
the Jews. Jabotinsky was working for a Jewish Legion to
fight with the British forces. In Palestine itself, the remnants
of the Yishuv not only preserved their positions but even

expanded them. In 1916, members of "Hashomer" founded
Kfar Giladi, on the northern border of Palestine.

Deporting Jews from Jaffa The Zion

Mule Corps
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ZIONISM ON THE HIGH ROAD

The Briti&h Army was fighting its way through
Southern Palestine. On December 9th, Jerusalem

was liberated. Retreating, the Turks resolved

to wipe out the Yishuv. The Jews of Jaffa and
Tel Aviv were ordered from their homes. Jewish

settlements were searched on the pretext of

harbouring deserters and members of a Jewish

intelligence organisation, working in the British
interest. Members of this body were imprisoned

or hanged, the leaders of the Yishuv exiled to
Damascus. Suddenly came the news of the
Balfour Declaration, issued on November 2nd,

promising British support for the establishment
of a Jewish National Home.

--

1917-1897
THE FOUNDATIONSARE LAID

eXisted
Ekron,

Metull~.

~

Bctwccn

""On JCA Land:

Mahanayim*
Sejera*
Yavneel
Kfa}: Ta vQr
Menahemiya
Sejera ..
Givat Ada
Ath1ith
Beth Gan
Mitzpa
Kinneret
(Moshava)

thc following scttlements existed in Palestine:

On Private Land:

1913: Sharona*
1916: Gileadi

1903: Kfar Saba
1907: Yaacov
1909 :
1910 :

1912 :

1912 :

191~ :

abandoned

- -

Migdal
Poriya*
Kfar Uriya*
Ruhama*
Karkur

subsequently

~

" On J N. F. Land:
Ben Shemen*

1908 :

190Q:

III



THE JEWISH PEOPLE MAKES HISTORT .9.8
Zionism was no longer merely a romantic dream. A great

had recognised the Jewish claims to Palestine. Other
approved this recognition. The British
forces, of which Jewish battalions of
volunteers from England and America

were part, completed their conquest of
the country. The youth of the Yishuv

joined the Jewish Legion to fight for
the liberation of their country. The Ha-
dassah Medical Unit came from Amer-
ica. The Zionist Commission, headed

by Dr. Weizmann, arrived to represent
the Zionist Organisation. Dr. Weizmann
and Emir Faisal, son of King Hussein

of the Hejaz and later King of Iraq

signed an Arab-Jewish accord.

Dr. Chaim Weizmann and Emir Feisal

world Power

Powers had



BEFORE THE PEA()E ()ONFEREN()E

The war was over and Europe was in the grip of

revolution, plague and starvation. Russia was torn
by a mighty civil war. Pogroms ravaged the

Ukraine. Filled with a high hope and seasoned by
their bitter experiences, the first members of
"Hechalutz", founded by Trumpeldor in Russia,

made their way to Ealestine. Thus began the Third

Aliyah. At this time, Weizmann, Ussishkin and
Sokolow presented the claims of the Jewish people
before the Peace Conference. For the first time in

2,000 years, Jewish representatives were heard in
the council of nations. The whole world recognised

the fact of Jewry's regeneration. Arab representa-
tives at the Conference also welcomed the return

of the Jewish people to its land.

Ussishkin, Weizmann and Sokolow at the Peace Conference

Ir

THE DEFEN()E OF TEL HAl am
Politically the Jewish Homeland
seemed on the verge of materiali-
sation. But the realities in Pales-

tine were less rosy. Tel Hai
in Upper Galilee was attacked by
marauding Arabs, and its defenders, led by Joseph Trum-
peldor, fell in battle. Arab mobs attacked the Jews of
Jerusalem's Old City. But Zionist enthusiasm was not
dampened. The Movement had been given its chance. At
the World Zionist Conference in London, the Keren Ha-

yesod was founded as the financial and settlement instru-
ment of the Zionist Organis.ation, thus freeing the Jewish
National Fund for its main task of land purchase.
Meanwhile new immigrants were arriving in the country.
vVorkers formed the General Federation of Jewish Labour.

British military rule was replaced by a Civil Administra-
tion, with Sir Herbert Samuel as first High Commissioner.

Trttmpeldor, Hero of Tel llai (above) -



Arab rioting in Jaffa once. again disturbed the peace. The
Jewish eagerness for construction was not deterred. After
vigorous debate, the Jewish National Fund acquired a large
section of the Valley of Jezreel. Through the efforts of Joshua
Hankin it was a fitting commencement to the new period of
development. In the fever-ridden valley the pioneers pitched
their first tents. By the end of the year, Nahalal was founded
in the western Emek, and Ain Harod, Tel Joseph, Geva and

Kfar Yehezkel in the eastern Emek. The draining was
started of the miasmic swamps covering a great part
of the Emek. News of the settlement of the historic
.Valley, awakened from its centuries-old desolation,
fired the imagination of Jews throughout the world.

Iilll
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REBIRTH OF JEZREEL

l
~

J ash"a Hankin

THE MANDATE . 9 ~2_:
On July 24th, the Council of the League of Na-
tions, representing 52 member-states, ratified tne
Palestine Mandate. Great Britain was entrusted

with the task of assisting the revival of the
Jewish People and its Homeland. But, from the
outset, this trust was to suffer the indifference
and hostility of those charged with ~ts per-
formance. Prior to ratification of the Mandate,
the British Government issued a White Paper,
the first of many, restricting th'e growth of the
National Home. By its terms, Transjordan was
severed from the area of the Jewish Homeland,
and Jewish immigration was restricted by the
criterion of economic absorptive capacity to be
applied at the absolute discretion of the Man-
datory Power. The Yishuv was still too weak
to resist this blow.

Chaim Weizmann



SPEEDY GROWTH

Absorption of immigration called for quick modernisa~
tion of the country and large-scale exploitation of
its natural resources. For this end electric power is.
a primary requisite. In Tel Aviv electricity was intro-
duced in 1923. Pinhas Rutenberg continued his efforts
to exploit the Jordan as a source of power for tne
whole country. With the help of the Keren Hayesod,
he formed the Palestine Electric Corporation and
launched the hydro-electric power station on the Jordan
at Naharaim. A network of electric pylons began to
spread through the country bringing power and light
to factories, homes and streets. In his writings, Herzl
had said: "...It seems to me that electricity was not
invented in order to illumine the mansions of the

wealthy, but in order that by its light the problems of
humanity might find their solution. The problem of th~
Jews is one of them."

Electricity Spans the Land

--..
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THE FOURTH ,~LIYAH
.9~4,

The Third Aliyah had brought thousands to the country, mainly young pioneers,
free of family responsibilities. Now a new type of immigrant appeared,
principally from Poland. The Polish Government's economic policy was having
a disastrous effect on the Jews and particularly on artisans and small mer-
chants. Tens of thousands. of Jews were forced to migrate. The swift develop-
ment of Palestine attracted them. The Fourth Aliyah began. The newcomers
were drawn mainly to the cities. They opened up new suburbs, established
businesses and small industries. Some turned to the countryside where they
built new settlements. In this year were established Bnei Brak, Neveh Ya'acov,
Magdiel, Kfar Hassidim, Herzlia, Kiriath Shaul, Mahneh Yisrael, N ahlath
Ganim.

Settlers of the Fourth Aliyah in the Sharon



THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY

Immigration continued on a rising scale. It was
accompanied by growing urban development. The
stage was set for the creation of a Hebrew Uni-

versity in Jerusalem, to serve as Jewry's spiritwll
centre. On April 1st (Nissan 7th) the University
was officially opened by Lord Balfour. The im-

pressive ceremony was attended by the High Com-
missioner, Sir Herbert Samuel, the leaders of the
Zionist Movement, and renowned scientists and men

of learning. The University started from very
modest beginnings, but its growth was to be steady,
continually striving towards the ideal which its

founders foresaw for it: a great scientific institu-

tion, a tabernacle of Jewish culture, and a spiritual
beacon for the Diaspora.

I
,
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Lord Balfour Inaugurating the Hebrew University
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RISE OF'rHE (JITRUS INDUSTRY

The success of Palestine citrus fruit in overseas

markets had a decisive influence on the course of

Jewish settlement. During the Fourth Aliyah, large
sums were invested in new citrus plantations in the

Sharon and Judea. Recovering from its war-time
crisis and fluctuations of the world market, the citrus

industry forged rapidly ahead. Under the guidance
of the Zionist settlement agencies, large villages

sprang into being in the citrus belt. Long neglected
by the Arabs, the coastal pl~in was transferred into
the main artery of Jewish settlement and the most
fruitful part of the country.

Palestine Citrus Fruit Goes Abroad

------
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The wave of prosp'erity collapsed. Lacking an orderly

plan, the Fourth Aliyah, which had doubled fhe

Yishuv's population in the s!,)aceof a few years, petered

out in a severe crisis. Economically not yet consolidated,

the Yishuv failed to absorb all the newcomers who had

over-concentrated in urban occupations. Building came

to a standstill; trade and industry were in the doldrums.

In the train of unemployment came disillusion and

misery. Some persons even left the country. But there

was a bright side, too. The agricultural settlements

continued to flourish; and new ones were created on
1

Gradually, the unemployed were
absorbed in public works. Building
was revived. Immigrants arrived
once more. The crisis had proved
that absorbing immigration called
for large-scale settlement. The
J.N.F., under the Presidency of
Menahem Ussishkin, acquired large
stretches of land in what came to
be known as Emek Zebulun, along
Haifa-Acre Bay. Emek Zebulul1

was destined to develop as a notable industrial and re-
sidential region and hinterland of the increasingly im-
portant town and harbour of Haifa. The J.N.F. also
acquired the lands of Wadi Hawareth, later called
Emek Hepher. Tribute to the foresight of Ussishkin
and the generosity of Canadian Jewry, which provided
the funds, Emek Hepher today supports a population
of 10,000.

J.N.F. land in the Emek Jezreel, in the Jordan Valley

and the coastal plain.

Menahem Ussishkin
Jewish Unemployment Rears its Head (1924/28)

-- .. m_- ~ ----
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Memorial to the Defenders of Hulda
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DISTURBANCES

A spirit of optimism marked the 16th Zioni&t Congress at Zurich.
Preceding it, negotiations for the entry of non-Zionist Jews into the
Jewish Agency were successfully completed. The way now seemed wide

open to a vigorous new phase of develop-
ment. But, after eight year& of comparative
quiet, a new wave of disturbances broke
out in Palestine. Incited by their extrem-
ist leadership and encouraged by Govern-
ment's seeming indifference, Arabs launch-
ed an attack on Jews throughout the coun-
try. In Hebron and Safad, Jews were
slaughtered in cold blood. After heroic
defence, Hulda, Motza and Beer Tuvia
were temporarily abandoned. Elsewhere
the Jews held their own. The disturbances
were a warning signal. The Yishuv must
prepare itself for increased opposition.

_C~="'50 -



ENQUIRY AND BETRAYAL

Jews throughout the world rallied round the Yishuv
in its hour of crisis. Relief funds poured in, and,
with the help of the National Funds, the damage
caused in the riots was soon made good. Abandoned
settlements were revived, new settlements founded.
The political attack on Zionism was more serious,
however. The Shaw Commission of Enquiry called
a temporary halt to immigration. Sir John Hope
Simpson, sent to investigate economic conditions,
reported that no room existed for further Jewish
settlement. On October 21st, Lord Pass field, the
then Colonial Secretary, published as a White Paper
a statement of policy which prohibited the sale
of land to Jews and restricted Jewish immigration.
Thus was the Government fulfilling the solemn
obligation it had undertaken to facilitate the creation
of a Jewish National Home!

GIlD
...With the present method
of Arab cultivation there re-

mains no margin of land
available for agricultural
settlement by new im-
migrants...
...In arriving at their deci-
sion to suspend the issue of
the certificates, H. M. Go-
vernment had in mind the

opinions expressed in the
report of the Shaw Commis-
sion that there was a short-

age of land and that im-
migration should be more
closely controlled...

From the British Govern-

ment's White Paper, 1930.
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THRESHOLD OF A NEW ERA

A storm of protest swept the Jewish world. Dr. Weiz-
mann, President of the Zionist Organisation and the

Jewish Agency, resigned. Submitting to criticism, the
British Government retreated from its ho&tile attitude.

On February 14th, the Prime Minister, Mr Ramsay
MacDonald, sent a letter to Dr: Weizmann placing

an interpretation on the .White Paper which radically
changed its provision. Zionism successfully weathered
this political cri&is. Hopefully it entered a new period.

Though the hopes reposed in the extension of the
Jewish Agency were materially defeated by the effects
of the American economic crisis, confidence in the

Homeland increased. Immigration revived. Census

figures &howed there were 175,000 Jews in Palestine,
16.9% of the total population.

ii -

RISING IMMIGRATION

I932

The foundations of European Jewry's existence started to crack. Jewish
economic life, already weakened by the world crisis, was menaced further by
the growth of officially-sponsored anti-Semitism. Pale&tine was no longer a hope;
it was becoming a haven of refuge. During the year, 15,000 Jews entered the
country. With urban expansion came unprecedented growth in rural settlement.
Sixteen new villages were founded, 13 on J.N.F. land. The Palestine Potash
Company exported its first product& from the Dead Sea. The citrus industry
was consolidated. Tel Aviv was the locale of the first Near East Fair and the
first "Maccabiah", world gathering of Jewish sportsmen.

The "Maccabiah"



STORM CLOUDS OVER EUROPEA.~ JEWRY TOE GATES OF ZION ARE OPENED

The rise of the Nazis to power in Germany on January

31st was a lightning flash of warning to all Jews.

Hitler dared not yet apply his policy of extermination.

But he made no secret of his intentions. German Jewry

was terribly menaced, and with them, the Jews of all

European countries. Jews started to flee from Ger-

many in their thousands. Zionism, which foresaw the

tragedy, could now supply the answer. Over 38,700

Jews entered Palestine. German-Jewish youth sought

balm for its wounds in a life of pioneering in Palestine.

Middle-class immigrants soon found their place in the

country's economy, making a signal contribution to

the progress and consolidation of the Yishuv.

The Fifth Aliyah, unlike its predecessor, did not

endanger .the economic life of the country. The
50,000 immigrants of 1934 found a well-established
Yishuv of more than a quarter of a million souls,

geared for absorbing newcomers. Agriculture had suc-
cessfully withstood the difficulties confronting it and
could respond to the needs of the growing urban
market. The towns, too, consolidated their position.

New industrial enterprises were launched. The new

immigrants brought with them considerable capital,
organising ability and business experience. These ad-
vantages not only facilitated their absorption, but paved

the way for others. With the immigrants from Ger-

many, came a growing number from Poland and other

European countries. Palestine was ceasing to be
a backward corner of the East.

- .....



BOOM TEAR

Unprecedented expansion in all spheres marked thi!7
year. Immigrants reached a figure of 65,000, including

thousands of young people brought by Youth Aliyah,
under the supervision of Henrietta Szold. Seven million
pounds were invested in building. The towns exper-
ienced a boom. New suburbs sprang up. The older

agricultural settlements were consolidated, leaving the
settlement institutions free to consolidate those founded

since 1928. The stimulus to agricultural development

yielded new methods- as well as new expansion. The
Palestine Land Development Company acquired a con-
cession to drain the Huleh swamps in Upper Galilee.
Optimism ran high. Several more such years of inten-
sive undisturbed upbuilding, and the Yishuv - it
seemed - would reach that decis-ive stage that would
enable it to ensure its own future. But the storm was

approaching.



THE STORM BURSTS

The forces of darkness spreading over Europe were

seeking allies also in the Ea&t. Security conditions in

the Mediterranean were disturbed by the Italo-

Abyssinian war. Immediately afterwards, Arab riots

broke out in Palestine, liberally supported by funds

from Berlin and Rome. The Arab masses were gradually

terrorised into aquiescing in the new disturbances. Even

then, many Arabs refused to co-operate with the Arab

gangs and maintained friendly relations with Jews. The

Arab gangsters dared not launch open attacks on

Jewish settlements this time, but attacked from

ambush. Incendiarism damaged Jewish crops and

forests. The Port of Jaffa, dominated by Arabs, was

closed to Jews. Whereupon Jews established their own

port at Tel Aviv.

The Trail of Arab Rioting

~~ -~
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TOWER A1¥D STOCKADE

A Royal Commission was sent by the British Government to investigate the

Palestine problem. The solution it proposed was to partition the country into
Arab and Jewish States. The Government hesitated, allowing the disturbances
meanwhile to assume the proportions of a real rebellion. Then it converted

the Palestine problem into an all-Arab issue by calling in the rulers of neigh-
bouring Arab countries for negotiations. The
security situation steadily deteriorated. The

Yishuv fortified its position, continuing mean-
while its constructive work. New settlements

were established in isolated regions on J.N.F.
land. The "Tower and Stockade" period opened
with the creation of 17 new settlements in the

Beisan Valley and among the HiIIs of Ephraim.

Settlement Stronghold
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EXPANDING FRONTIERS

The partition proposal was shelved. But Zionism had

learned its lesson. The Jewish claim to every part of

Palestine must be buttressed by the actual fact of

settlement. Henceforward, settlement work was to be

guided also by political and strategic considerations.

Eighteen new settlements were established, notably on

the borders. Hanita, on the Lebanese frontier, sym-

bolised the new settlement policy. The Arab distur-

bances continued. Captain Orde Wingate's Jewish

"Night Patrols" went over from static to aggressive

defence. In spite of restricted immigration, Jews con-

tinued to arrive in their thousands, some with certifi-

cates, some without.

The Barbed Wire Perimeter
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PALESTINE

Statement of Policy

M.,..,,.

WORLD WAR II

In Palestine, the disturbances continued. In Europe, one

Jewish community after another was engulfed by the
Nazis. While Hitler conquered Austria and Czechoslo-

vakia, Fascist or semi-Fascist regimes sprang up in
Eastern Europe. Jewish fugitives streamed out of

Europe by all routes, and large numbers found their

way to Palestine. The movement of "illegal ships",
over-packed, cockle-shell vessels that braved the' route
to Palestine, grew. Nearly 40,000 Jews reached the

country. On May 17th, the Government published its
notorious White Paper with its disastrous restrictions

on immigration and land purchase. Its object was to
crystallise the Jewish National Home. Hitler in Europe,
the White Paper in Palestine, - never had Zionism

seemed so desperately besieged by enemies. A few
months later, the war clouds burst.

The Infamons White Paper of 1939

. .94:0

any conquered the bulk of Europe. In its
ws. The Nazi policy of exter-

were the sole hopes.

Jewish la '"
slogan of th

White Paper, if

Hitler." Despite t

Tel Aviv Demonstrates against t
White Paper



THE TISH1JV ENLISTS

The flames of war spread through the world, reaching

also the Middle East. The frontiers of Palestine were

menaced. The enemy was in Egypt, Syria and Iraq. In

Europe, the large Jewish population of Western Russia

and the Ukraine became engulfed. For the Jews, more

than for any other people, it was a war for sheer

physical survival. 'Within the Army, the Palestinian

Jewish soldier struggled for his right of national

recognition. But the British Government continued to

reject the demand for a Jewish Fighting Force.'"
Apparently it feared possible political repercussions from

distinctive Jewish participation in the fighting. Never-

theless, many thousands of Palestinian Jews volun-

teered in the British Army to fight Hitler.

Palestine Jews Valunteer
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WAR EFFORT AND RESVUE

The enemy penetrated the 'vVestern Desert, reaching
within 200 kilometres of Alexandria. At the historic

battle of EI Alamein, they were flung back. Enlistment

in the Yishuv continued. More than 20,000 Palestinian

Jews were in the Army. Jewish commando units were
trained to fight behind the enemy lines. Meanwhile,
the Yishuv's economy was geared to an all-out wa;-
effort. From Europe, refugees continued to find their

way to Palestine. The refugee ship, "Struma", refused

permission by the British Government to disembark
in Palestine, sank with its passengers in the Black

Sea - and the world. was silent. In this atmosphere,
charged by the holocaust in Europe and by the White
Paper policy in Palestine, the Zionist Movement
formulated its post-war policy: the immediate estab-

lishment of a Jewish State.

Palestine Indust,.y Gears for War
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EXTER:tII:\:,\TION

Rommel's Army was driven out of Africa. The danger to Pale&tine was
removed. But from Europe came ghastly news. The Nazis and their
satellites were exterminating the JeIVS, systematically, and by methods
of cruelty unparalleled in history. Scores of thousands of Jews were
herded in diabolically contrived death camps. The Jews in the ghetto
of Warsaw and other cities revolted. For weeks on end the ghetto fighters
heroically maintained their struggle against insuperable odds. Unable
themselves to stem the execution of Hitler's fiendish plans, the Jews of

the Yishuv pledged themselves that when the
time came, they at least would do all that was
humanly possible to help the survivors. Mean
while Palestine Jewish ltnits of the British
Army won their claim to be allowed to enter

the field as fighting s:Jldiers. They entered
combat in Europe.

Ruins of the Warsaw Synagogue

!
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THE JEWISH BRIGADE

Victory was in sight. Political activity wa" llirected

towards establishing contact with the Jewish remnant.-
from Europe and prizing open the gates of Palestine
for their immigration. Palestinian Jewish parachutists,
a number of whom never returned, were dropped behind

the enemy lines in Europe, to bring hope and encour-
agement, and to help the Jews to organise their
self-defence. A million Jews were fighting in the Allied

armies. Behind the enemy lines Jewish partisans were
acti ve in Poland and France. But the Jewish soldier
was still fighting anonymously. This year, however, the
Yishuv's insistence on the recognition of their soldiers
as a distinctive unit could no longer be resisted. The
British Government agreed to establish a Jewish Bri-

gade Group in the British Army, consisting of Pales-
tinian infantry and artillery units. The Brigade Group
fought in Italy and made its way through Europe.

Somewhere in the Middle East
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VICTORY

The enemy was vanquished. But six million Jews had been wiped out. The
unhappy survivors in Bergen-Belsen and Theresienstadt had little part in
the joy of victory. If not overlooked, they were given scant consideration. The
world did not yet recognise their right to independence. They had one prayer:
to join their brethren in Palestine. Though the war was over, the Jewish struggle
continued. The Jewish Brigade units in Germany and Italy brought aid and
relief to the Jewish refugees, but the road to Palestine remained closed, the
British Government persisting in its White Paper policy. In Britain, the Labour
Government came to power. But it betrayed its own former pledges. The British
Navy now started still more stringently to hunt down refugee ships en route
to Palestine. In the Yishuv, troops searched for arms and refugees in settlements
and towns.

Biriya Rises Again
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The Yishuv continued to resist the White Paper policy. Refugee ships

continued to make for Palestine. The J.N.F. continued to buy land, and

particularly in the Prohibited and Restricted Zones. The Government
tightened the screw. Leaders of the Yishuv were imprisoned and many

settlements searched. The Anglo-American Enquiry Committee, appointed
on the initiative of the British Government, recommeneded the immediate

immigration of 100,000 Jews from Europe and repeal of the Land Laws.
But Britain ignored these recommendations. The White Paper policy

could be applied now only by oppression. Bitterness in the Yishuv reached
new heights. But construction was still the keynote; 2S new settlem~nts
were established, most in the wastes of the Negev. Thus the Jewish

struggle for liberation and redemption continued.

all to the Negev







THE END OF AN EPOCH

The world had forgotten the frightful
destruction of European Jewry, and the
few hundred thousand Jews still in the
camps of Europe. The forcible return to
Germany of the refugee ship "Exodus
1947" reflected the prevailing callousness.
But in the Yishuv, the struggle continued;
its main weapons, peaceful construction.
New settlements were founded. Across the
Negev desert, the J .N.F. laid a water pipe-
line. But the Government clung unchang-
ingly to its White Paper course. Tension
reached its climax. Finally, the Palestine
problem was referred to the United Na-
tions whose Committee of Enquiry recom-
mended the creation of independent Jew-
ish and Arab States. It was bitter for Jews
to agree to this further partition of the
country, but all recognised the need for
political independence. The Jewish case
again came before the world, this time

Right: The Palestine Pro'blem Before the U. N.
Left: 111oshe SlIertok and U.N. 111embers Discuss

Jewish State Boundaries



backed by practical achie-

vements in Palestin~.

On November 29th; 1947, <'~
, ""', ,/~

the Assembly (jftne' <}i~

United N ationsll~pr;ov~!~

the establishmeht of >~;,
Jewish State. After fift

years of Zionist endea~

vour, the world acknow-

ledged the truth of Herd's

statement: "The Jewish

State is a world need and

therefore it will surely
arise. .,
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